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1. input surface

2. staggered subdivision

3. curvature analysis

UXMAL
Fall 2020 | Synthesis Design + Architecture

UXMAL is a gallery space occupying the third level of the Arts District Center, a new development in Los
Angeles Arts District. As an architectural and computational designer for Synthesis Design + Architecture, my
role is in the development of both form and panelization of the primary shell that houses an interior gallery
space as well dominates over the building’s terrace and exterior. Computational techniques were developed
for both designing and operating on the shell’s form to allow for panel subdivision. Motivating factors for the
shell’s subdivision was to aid in the expression of the geometry’s curvature and to also generate a variety of
scales as there are a random assortment of patterns cut out of the panels. The patterns are symbols that come
from a variety of global cultures, imbedding a multicultural identity to the project.

4. further recursive subdivision

5. interior panel selection

6. random patterning
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Arts District Vessel
Fall 2019 | Comprehensive Design Studio

upper level offices

Located in heart of the Los Angeles Arts
District, Vessel is a project that explores
a new typology for an office building,
being designed entirely with a wood CLT
structural system. Known for its diversity
and artistic culture, the Arts District
has seen a growth in private companies
moving into the neighborhood, taking up
office. This project is meant to be a clear
diagram mediating public and private
interaction. Where the upper office is
a private work space, the street level is
designed for pedestrian and retail, while
an interstitial sculptural form highlights
an exhibition space that allows for the
private office to share their work with the
community.
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A++
Spring 2020 | Thesis Studio

A++ is my final thesis project at the USC School of
Architecture. The thesis questions the future of architecture
practice and how design may begin to intersect with other
practices of computation, specifically machine learning.
The thesis imagines that there is an exhibition of the
‘architecture practice of the future’ put on display at
LA’s contemporary artspace, the Geffen MOCA. A++ is an
architecture practice, the exhibition of one, and ultimately
a platform for telling the narrative of what may become of
architectural design in our near future. The final project
is a compilation of a computational study on practice,
architectural design and a narrative short film of the
exhibition’s story.

CLICK FOR VIDEO
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Dome Reactive
Spring 2017 | Material Design Studio
2 Person Team| Task: design and fabrication

In this exploration of fabrication and material effect, the task
was to design a single studio desk enclosure for one person.
The design a wooden geodesic shell with customizable panels
that clad its entire exterior. The process of its fabrication
began with CNC milling the pentagonal frames out of MDF.
The CNC was vital for milling out the correct angle for the
frames connection joints. Then the panels were created
through vacuum forming PETG over a frame that would snap
on and off of the frames. The panels were then sculpted
organically via heat gun creating its varied surface condition.
This project questions the potential relationship of digital
fabrication to that of less-controllable human fabrication.
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Community’s Housing
Fall 2017 | Housing Design Studio

This design for a 17 unit communal housing complex is a
response to Ron Finley’s desire to construct a communal
living space that also houses a communal garden and
different programs that will enrichen its surrounding
community. The design is meant to punctuate, both formally
and programmatically, the urban street corner, encouraging
both presence and activity in this community. The housing
design is a large towering block of prefabricated units
that unite to create an active surface condition, exposing
each units to more daylight and using its angles to provide
privacy. The ground floor contains both market, café
and shops, opening itself to the street to incorporate the
community.
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Generative Graffiti
Spring 2019 | Topic Studio

Generative Graffiti is a formal exercise exploring
where the art practice of graffiti meets computational
and spatial design. Through use of Grasshopper, the
script itself becomes a tool for developing the graffiti,
able to generate an infinite amount of distinct 3D
combinations. The design of the process lends itself
to many new discoveries. The script is developed
through the initial development of a hexagonal grid as
the initial positioning for ‘3D strokes’ to situate itself.
Randomized seeds determine coordinates for points
around this grid that acts as attractor points, pulling,
twisting and extruding the strokes in their initial
position to create the final 3D graffiti.
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Spring 2019 | Topic Studio

This project conceptualizes the possible redevelopment
of Central Avenue in Watts, Los Angeles. This project
is inspired by an observation of signage and markings
- which often appear in the form of graffiti or tags.
These markings suggest a territorial condition atop
a programmatic one, which speaks to the urban
condition of this neighborhood. Taking from this
idea of markings, graffiti and signage, this project
expresses these ideas in an architecture. These forms
of architectural graffiti are designed in relationship
to a programmatic primitive, understanding that as a
form, can suggest relationships with lifestyle to that of
boundaries and programmatic connections.
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block H: residential/office

block G: commercial

block F: residential

block E/F: bridge

block E: residential

block D: office

block C/D: bridge

block C: art & retail

block B: library

block A: performance
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Spotblinds
Fall 2019 | Physical Computing Elective
2 Person Team| Task: coding and electronics

Spotblinds is a project that uses motion tracking technology and a system of reactive panels for an interactive
window shading system. Twelve semi-transparent louvres are each outfitted with their own servo motor that
receives information from a Kinect that tracks user movement and positioning in space. User movement in
front of the Kinect will indicate angles for the panels to point themselves towards, creating a gradation of
openness. A single Arduino UNO controls all 12 servo motors that rotate the panels at and angle determined
from the Kinect. The computer is connected to both Kinect and Arduino, which allows for testing an active
response from the user. The code is utilizing a Processing library called Kinect4WinSDK, which is a wrapper for
the Windows Kinect development kit.

CLICK FOR VIDEO
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case study 1

On the Front
Fall 2018 | Barcelona Urban Design Studio
2 Person Team| Task: Architectural development and representation

Zona Franca, an industrialized region of warehouses on the
outskirts of Barcelona, has an opportunity for development
that begins in the interstitial space between major circulation
and building facade. This space is ideal because it looks at a
scale better suited for housing people in a large warehousepopulated region, and can begin its immediate construction.
Eventually, the initial housing can grow through latching on
to the original building to further progress its development.
A greater urban vision derived from this housing strategy can
create a connected ‘green belt’, repurposing buildings along
an industrial road connecting Zona Franca to the edges of
Barcelona’s metropolitan area. Inhabitants are encouraged to
explore and expand Zona Franca through these strategies.

case study 2

housing kit of parts

year 0
work and individual

group housing

year 1

year 3

year 6

opportunities for growth
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7th Mateo Intersect
Spring 2018 | Structural Design Studio

For this project, a museum of architecture, the
idea was to embody its place in the urban fabric at
an important urban intersection and devise new
ways to explore urban spaces around the museum.
The site takes places in LA’s Art District at the
intersection of 7th Street and Mateo, a notably
dynamic and culturally expanding area. The final
design aims to represent a clear diagram of dual
forms that embody the program within them by
its gesture in the site and its surface materiality.
The intersect of a clear programmatic agenda
allows for the discovery of unique programmatic
adjacencies, all held within a dynamic structural
object, celebrating the vision of architecture to
come.
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